
EF Professional Learning Tours allow you to grow personally and 

professionally as you collaborate with educators who share your passion 

for opening the world to their students. While on tour, you will explore the 

cultural sites with educators from across the U.S., analyzing new trends in 

pedagogical approaches and expanding your professional network. Pick 

up new techniques you can bring back to your own classroom, school, 

and district, and have the option to gain the professional learning credit 

you need to advance your career. Then, return home feeling refreshed, 

refocused, and ready to share your experience and learnings with your 

peers and students.
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What to expect on this tour

As you travel with and learn from other 

dedicated educators, you will gain a 

deeper understanding of the foundations 

and future of education through:

CULTURAL EXPLORATION

Deepen your global perspective as  

you experience the local culture  

and discover historic sites. 

EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION

Gain insight into educational best   

practices through expert-led work- 

shops and discussions. 

PROFESSIONAL NETWORKING

Expand your professional network as  

you exchange ideas and collaborate  

with other educators.

YOUR EXPERIENCE INCLUDES

EF PROFESSIONAL LE ARNING

Education in China
 

Enroll now at www.eftours.com/pdenroll

Gain a deeper understanding of the largest education system

in the world as you travel with EF on a 10 day professional

learning tour to China. While traveling with fellow educators

from all over the United States, you will learn abou tthe

educational practices in China during visits to local schools.

Your experience will be complemented by visits to China's

cultural and historical sites.

Full-time Tour Director; round-trip flights; comfortable

motorcoach; internal flights; 8 overnight stays in hotels;

sightseeing tours; entrance fees; select meals.



EF PROFESSIONAL LE ARNING

“Every educator should have the 
opportunity to be part of such a 
thoughtful global experience.”

Jennifer D., Administrator, VA

Day 1: Fly to China

Days 2: Beijing
-Meet your Tour Director at the airport

Day 3: Beijing
-Take a guided tour of Beijing: Summer Palace;
Forbidden City; Tiananmen Square
-Participate in a Tai Chi lesson

-Enjoy dinner with a local family

Day 4: Beijing
-Travel to Mutianyu
-Take a tour of the Great Wall of China
-Visit a local school
-Enjoy a traditional Peking Duck dinner

Day 5: Beijing | Xi'an
-Visit the Temple of Heaven Park
-Fly to Xi'an
-See the ancient City Wall

Day 6: Xi'an
-Take a guided tour of Xi'an: Big Wild Goose
Pagoda; Shaanxi Provincial Historical Museum;
Terracotta Warriors
-Explore the Muslim Street Market

Day 7: Xi'an | Shanghai
-Fly to Shanghai
-Visit the Shanghai World Financial Center
-Visit the Bund

Day 8: Shanghai
-Take a guided tour of Shanghai: Jade Buddha
Temple; Yu Yuan Garden; Nanjing Lu

Day 9: Shanhai
-Visit a local school
-Enjoy a Chinese acrobatics show

Day 10: Depart for home


